GATHER™ CONFERENCE ROOM

A corporate meeting area can be comfortable and inviting while making a statement. Gather complements the environment and supports collaboration in an open area with unique space division and all the amenities required for a productive meeting.

- View supports multi-media presentations with a monitor on one side and can be turned around when a marker board is needed to capture notes.
- Hedge provides effective space division and a convenient work area, allowing meeting sizes to flex and grow.
- A lounge-height All-Around table gives everyone around the table easy access to power.
- Linger is comfortable for longer meetings by accommodating a variety of postures to fit the user’s preference.

Learn more about Gather

Use your smartphone to scan this QR code or visit allsteeloffice.com/gather. Go to getscanlife.com to download the app.

Stratawood: Burnished Cherry
ShetkaStone™: Black Matte
Paint: Silver
Seating upholstery: Wooly Geranium, Wooly Light Grey Mix